
Kiewit-Turner  

Category: 11 – Best Building Project – General Contractor (Over $70 Million) 

Project Name: Rocky Mountain Regional VA Medical Center 

1. Overview Statement

The Rocky Mountain Regional VA Medical Center is a premier facility measuring 2.3 million 

square feet and provides outpatient, inpatient, diagnostic testing, and surgery services for 

military personnel throughout Colorado and surrounding states. Also on the campus are one staff 

and two visitor garages, providing 2,000 parking spaces. This complex project was, in essence, 

12 separate projects coordinated into a single site on the heavily occupied Anschutz Medical 

Campus. The project included 12 cranes, 10,000 workers, and over 8,700,000 man-hours 

worked. In addition to the inherent challenges of managing construction, the project included 

numerous stakeholders required for the magnitude of the project—all with their own definition 

of success. The complexities of this project might have stymied many teams, but under these 

unique circumstances, Kiewit-Turner exceeded expectations. The team’s dedication to the 

success of the project resulted in a beautiful, high quality, and cutting edge medical center that 

will serve our Veterans with dignity for years to come. 

2. Solutions of Special Projects

Achieving Synergy with Multiple Stakeholders 

Throughout the project, the team successfully coordinated and met the expectations of the U.S. 

Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), congressional oversight, USACE, joint commission, and 

local authorities. The construction coordination for each of the 12 buildings was accomplished 

by developing autonomous project teams. Each team had a leader that was part of the executive 

leadership team which functioned to ensure alignment between each building and the needs and 

expectations of the various stakeholders.  

Strict Specifications  

The project was designed and built to the VA standards. The buildings had to be self-sustainable 

and independent of public utilities for up to seven days, which is delivered through the Central 

Energy Plant that includes nine Megawatts of emergency power back up, four boilers generating 

93,728 mbH, 4,400 tons of cooling capacity, 1.5 million gallons of domestic water back up, and 

200,000 gallons of fuel-oil back up. 



When scope additions endangered the project budget, Kiewit-Turner worked closely with the 

owner to find avoidable costs or no-cost solutions. The team implemented a cost and time impact 

log to track and settle changes on the project, while performing the work without impacting the 

schedule. Key team members held “Cost avoidance walks” to find solutions as they walked the 

project. One solution that was found was the development of a steam supply line and system to 

service trash and linen chutes, auto clave, and a cart wash area. 

Protecting the Work in Place 

Due to a change in ownership, the site closed for 10 days, so the team had to ensure the site was 

safe, subcontractors were paid, and the work was protected. The shutdown occurred near the 

holidays with over 1,200 workers on site. The team was very sensitive to the subcontractors who 

needed to be paid. They made sure that current agreements in effect were honored. After the site 

was re-opened, the team maintained control and supervision of those who came back onto the 

site. 

3. Excellence in Project Execution and Management/Team Approach

Constructing on an Active Site 

One building involved partial renovations to a fully-functioning clinic that saw patients daily. 

There was no impact to the existing clinic or adjacent Children’s Hospital as Kiewit-Turner 

worked with the USACE to ensure patients had adequate parking, shuttle transportation, safe 

access, and proper signage. Kiewit-Turner installed a bridge over 17th Street to minimize major 

traffic impacts.  

Quality at Every Level 

Building to VA and Federal guidelines required a well-coordinated plan to ensure quality and 

schedule. During pre-construction, the team developed a site-specific Quality Control Plan 

(QCP). Implementation of the QCP reduced re-work and streamlined the punch-list effort, while 

delivering the functionality envisioned during the planning of the project. All 12 buildings and 

the three parking garages were accepted by the USACE prior to the contracted turnover dates. 

Excellence in Scheduling 

The entire campus was turned over on schedule. Kiewit-Turner achieved early delivery for some 

buildings by re-sequencing the schedule. For accuracy, the subcontractor’s production was 



evaluated using commodity curves and trend charts. Kiewit-Turner successfully adjusted the 

completion of the parking structures sequence. This allowed the Parking Staff North garage to be 

used for campus-wide staff and craft parking at a savings to the owner.  

The Clinic Building North, Clinic Building Center, and three parking garages were turned over 

seven months early; the two Inpatient Buildings were turned over four months early; the 

Research Building was turned over three months early; and the Concourse was turned over two 

months early.  

Value Management Solutions 

Kiewit-Turner proposed over $75 Million in Value Management Solutions. 

4. Construction Innovations/State-of-the-Art Advancement

Blast Proof Structural Systems  

Each building was constructed to Federal progressive collapse and blast-proof standards. This 

increased levels of coordination achieved through an enhanced use of Building Information 

Modeling (BIM) that coordinated MEP systems and structure and exterior enclosures to ensure 

proper coordination of design and construction prior to field installation. Design and construction 

to the Federal requirements for self-sustainability, progressive collapse and blast-proofing 

ensures the VA facility and critical services provided to our Veterans are maintained during 

times of national security threats. 

The Dock Boss 

As a Federally funded project the team had to ensure compliance with the Buy American Act. 

Coordination was required to ensure proper equipment was procured through a detailed submittal 

review process. Equipment arriving on site was inspected before acceptance by a dedicated 

“Dock Boss” who had authority to reject any delivery not compliant with approved submittals or 

the Buy American Act. 

Accommodating High-Tech Equipment 

For Kiewit-Turner, the project was a culmination of addressing not only contractual challenges, 

but also ones unique to a healthcare environment. That meant accommodating the VA's desire to 

procure the newest versions of large, high-tech, diagnostic equipment. During construction, the 

team performed room-by-room checks to make sure the data connections and outlets matched the 



specialized equipment. During this six month process, they inspected 2,895 rooms. The walks 

were led by a Kiewit-Turner medical equipment coordinator who is also a Registered Nurse. He 

offered a real-world understanding of where the equipment should be located to be useful for the 

end user. Through this process, the team confirmed with certainty that every equipment 

connection point was in the right spot. The result was a true plug-and-play facility. 

5. Environmental/Safety

Prioritizing Safety  

Achieving an incident rate < ~3.0 (national average) is a challenging achievement. An incident 

rate of <2.0 demonstrates dedication to a safety as a lifestyle. The project achieved an overall 

incident rate of 1.68, collecting 8,703,197 man-hours. 

The team implemented a craft-based safety program called Craft Voice in Safety (CVIS). 

Representing every trade, CVIS leaders engaged 40 workers with a craft-to-craft communication 

approach. CVIS leaders were empowered to stop unsafe acts and educate on how to safely 

perform it. These leaders participated in project executive meetings to share observations and 

concerns.  

Constructing an Environmentally Sensitive and Comfortable Facility  

The facility provides a comforting yet stimulating atmosphere for deserving Veterans. The 

concourse encourages traffic flow as patients move between buildings. The ceiling replicates the 

hull of a boat with a keel running the length of the hallway, and provides acoustic and air 

circulation properties. The concourse curtainwall is a zig-zag structure allowing light in from the 

north while deflecting the hot southern rays. Lighting sensors throughout encourage energy 

conservation.  

6. Excellence in Client Service and/or Contribution to Community

Subcontractor Participation 

Kiewit-Turner maximized the use of Veteran Owned Business (VOB) and Service Disabled 

Veteran Owned Business (SDVOB) through local, regional, and national outreach programs. In 

many cases VOB/SDVOBs were teamed with larger partners and developed a mentorship to 

enhance their growth through experience on a complex project. The team achieved 35.8% 

VOB/SDVOB/M/SB on the project. 



Community Contribution 

The team took their commitment to serving the community beyond building a state-of-the-art 

facility. Along with the VA and USACE, they hosted lunches to honor local Veterans and 

provide information about the campus. Kiewit-Turner donated $20,000 to the Denver Fisher 

House Foundation, an organization serving Veterans. Kiewit-Turner also coordinated a talent 

show fundraiser to support the Miracles program for women in recovery. They hosted blood 

drives and encouraged subcontractors to participate. Educational tours were given for NAWIC’s 

Block Kids program and other local organizations. Kiewit-Turner developed a partnership with 

the Comitis Crisis Center—a nearby shelter supporting families and homeless Veterans. They 

generated over $28,000 in donations and 200 volunteer hours. Additionally, numerous Kiewit-

Turner employees made anonymous donations to Comitis. Mile High Behavioral Healthcare and 

the Comitis selected Kiewit-Turner’s employees for the 2016 Volunteer of the Year Award. 

Testimonials 

The USACE CPARS gave a “Very Good” rating on Quality, Schedule, Management, Regulatory 

Compliance, and Safety. An “Exceptional” rating was received on Cost Control. Owner has 

stated that they would recommend our team for similar requirements in the future. 

“Yours is the best safety program I have seen on any project large or small, in my career.” -Pete 

Sturdivant PE, PG, USACE Omaha District, Chief of Construction  
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